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Abstract

This paper presents the results of a prosodic and phonostylistic analysis based on C-PhonoGenre, an 8-hour-long spoken French corpus, consisting of 9 speaking situations and (on average) 10 speakers per situation. The corpus was automatically segmented at the phonetic, syllabic and word levels (EasyAlign), and in larger pause-separated units. Part-of-speech annotation (DisMo) and prominent syllable detection (ProsoPron) was added automatically. The corpus was also manually annotated at the syllabic level for stylistic variants, such as post-tonic schwas, liaisons, elisions, disfluencies, audible breaths and noises. Acoustic analyses (ProsoReport, DurationAnalyser) provide more than 100 micro- and macro-prosodic measures, which we correlate with the phonostylistic features and the linguistic annotation. This analysis results in a contrastive, fine-grained prosometric description of phonostylistic and situational variation, over 4 situational, gradual dimensions: audience, media, preparation, and interactivity. Further statistical analysis was carried out to explore the discriminatory and explanatory power of combinations of prosodic measures.

Index Terms: situational variation, prosody, classification of speaking styles

1. Introduction

General knowledge of language includes that of its variants, as demonstrated by the study of genres \cite{1, 2, 3}, and phonostylistic variation is such an area \cite{4, 5, 6}. Recent research in prosody focuses on phonostylistic situational variation in large corpora, departing from previous binary oppositions (e.g. read vs. spontaneous speech), or one-dimensional characterisations of style (formal vs. informal).

This paper presents a selection of global and contrasted results of an on-going research project on situation-dependent speaking styles, or phonogenres. It applies the semi-automated methodology of corpus description introduced in previous work \cite{7, 8}. It analyses speaking situations by features \cite{9, 10, 11}, reduced to four main dimensions: audience, media, preparation, and interactivity; each dimension has 3 different states (see Table 1). For example, \textit{audience} = 1 indicates that the speaker is physically present before an audience, while \textit{media} = 1 indicates speech directed to an individual or a small group, yet in front of a microphone or camera (indirect audience). \textit{Preparation} = 1 indicates semi-prepared speech, situated between spontaneous and read speech. In the case of parliamentary debates, a question is prepared, while the \textit{answer} is semi-prepared. \textit{Interactivity} = 1 indicates that the main speaker may be interrupted. For example we distinguish between dialogue interaction and broadcast sports commentaries. The corpus under study, C-PhonoGenre, is approximately 8 hours-long, and covers 9 different genres, four of which are further subdivided into sub-genres (based on their situational specificities).

Results show that phonogenres and sub-genres can be distinguished and characterised by the relation between situational and prosodic dimensions. Various “hidden” or unpredicted influences of situational properties on prosody also emerge. An indirect, but equally important result of this study is a corpus processing methodology, based on the co-ordinated application of several semi-automatic tools.

2. Data

C-PhonoGenre contains data from 8 speaking styles: instructional speech [DIDA]; spontaneous narration [NARR]; speeches during “Question Time” at the French parliament [PARL]; sermons [RELG]; radio press reviews [RPRW]; three kinds of sports commentary [SPOR]; rugby, basketball and football; presidential New Year’s wishes [WISH] and weather forecasts [WFOR]. The average sample duration per speaker is 5:30 min.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
PhonoGenre & Audience & Media & Preparation & Interactivity \\
\hline
DIDA & Radio & 1 & 2 & 2 \\
& TV & 0 & 2 & 2 \\
& Lecture & 2 & 0 & 1 \\
NARR & Narration & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
PARL & Question & 2 & 1 & 2 \\
& Answer & 2 & 1 & 1 \\
READ & Reading & 0 & 0 & 2 \\
RELG & Internet mass & 0 & 1 & 2 \\
& Sermon on TV & 2 & 1 & 2 \\
RPRW & Radio press review & 0 & 2 & 2 \\
SPOR & Basket & 0 & 2 & 0 \\
& Rugby/football & 1 & 2 & 0 \\
WFOR & Weather forecast & 0 & 2 & 0 \\
WISH & Pres. New Year & 0 & 1 & 2 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Situational features by PhonoGenre}
\end{table}

For this study, we compiled a corpus including the eight speaking styles of C-PhonoGenre and the “reading” style [READ] from C-PROM-PIC \cite{12}. Table 2 shows number of samples, syllables, words and total speech time per genre. Although [SPOR] and [RELG] contain less than 10 speakers per genre, the total amount of data renders these genres comparable with the others. On the other hand, while 10 different speakers are included under the “weather forecasts” genre [WFOR], the total speech time is 9 minutes, i.e. less than a minute per speaker.

The corpus contains recording of both female and male speakers, originating from 3 different French-speaking areas: Metropolitan France, Belgium and Switzerland \cite{13}. We do not present findings regarding regional variation here, but the information is present in the corpus metadata and can be used for further study. Regional variation may partly explain the observed intra-genre, inter-speaker dispersion.
3. Methodology

3.1. Data processing

After manual orthographic transcription in Praat [14], we obtained a phonetic transcription as well as a segmentation of words, syllables, phones and pauses, automatically using EasyAlign [15]. Manual corrections were made to reach a high quality alignment between the segments and the speech signal. A unique annotator manually added a <delivery> tier in order to enhance downstream data processing. It contains four types of annotation: i) disfluencies, articulation and phonological phenomena: schwa; vowel lengthening (whether associated to hesitation or not); creaky voice; liaison and elision; ii) symbols to distinguish between complete silence, audible and less audible breaths, and mouth noises; iii) indices of paralinguistic phenomena (laugh, cough) and external sounds; iv) overlapping segments and syntactic plan interruptions. Part-of-speech tagging and multi-word unit detection was obtained automatically using DisMo [16]; this annotation is used to study the interface between speaking styles and grammar. A five-level degree of prominence for each syllable was calculated using ProsoProm [17]. Three additional tiers were automatically added: <lex> distinguishing between lexical and functional words; <cf> localising initial vs. final lexical words’ syllables; and <ap> which is an automatically generated segmentation into accentual phrases (in Mertens’ sense [18], i.e. phonological words), including an annotation of the initial and final syllables of each accentual phrase. Pitch was corrected manually for the entire corpus, since the accuracy of several acoustic measures and prominence detection depend on it.

3.2. Acoustic measures

Acoustic and prosodic features were extracted for the entire corpus. Initially, ProsoGram’s [18] two-step algorithm for pitch stylisation was applied: for each syllable, vocalic nuclei are detected based on intensity and voicing, and then the F0 curve on the nucleus is stylised into a static or dynamic tone, based on a perceptual glissando approach. ProsoReport [8] summarises this information, taking into account information contained in other tiers (such as <delivery> and <lex>) to produce a detailed collection of descriptive statistical measures for each corpus sample. These measures can be grouped into four main families: temporal measures (e.g. articulation rate); pitch measures (e.g. pitch register and movement); syllabic prominence measures (e.g. percentage of prominent syllables in various positions); correlational measures (e.g. percentage of accentual-group-initial prominent syllables). Additionally, DurationAnalysyer [19] produced a set of statistics based on segmental information (e.g. variance coefficients for vowels or consonants, nPVI etc.). All this information was compiled for further analysis; in total, 129 prosodic descriptors for each corpus sample were retained.

4. Results

Based on the aforementioned prosodic descriptors, many results appear to be significant. We show only some of them based on the genre classification, then on different prosodic domains (duration, intonation and accentuation of initial and final syllables, across genres and situational features).

4.1. Results by phonogenre

The articulation ratio at the genre level sets apart WISH and RELG, reflecting that both situations are solemn. SPOR also stands out, but for another reason: the commentator has to pause while the ball moves from one player to the next. Conversely, WFOR, and to a lesser extent RPRW, show the highest articulation ratio, because of the time pressure imposed by broadcasting media.

4.2. Segmental duration

Among the acoustic parameters based on segmental durations, the variance of vowel duration is the one exhibiting the best
discriminative power. Figure 3 is a box-plot of vowel duration variance for different sub-genres. The NARR genre detaches from others probably because of its spontaneous nature: at the syllable level, this results in frequent hesitation-related lengthening; at the discourse level, an irregular speech rate is entailed by the progressive construction of discourse. In contrast, the READ and WFOR genres have a lower variation of vowel duration, but for different reasons. READ readers are non-professionals and thus adopt a monotonous rhythm; whereas the WFOR genre has a very high speaking rate, causing a ceiling effect on vowel duration. Interesting differences occur again between in parliamentary sub-genres, showing a significantly lower variation for the answer [PARL-A] than for the question [PARL-Q], due to the increased interactivity (see 4.1).

Figure 3: Variation of vowel duration for the 13 sub-genres

The preparation feature also shows a lower variation of vowel duration for prepared recordings (F(2,102)=50; p<0.001). This is explained by more lengthened hesitations in spontaneous speech. The interactivity feature shows similarly a greater variation (F(2,102)=31.4 p<0.001) for interactive recordings, usually the spontaneous ones (NARR, SPOR).

Figure 4: Variation of vowel duration for 3 levels of preparation (left) and interactivity (right)

4.3. Intonation

Intonational properties indicate a lower relative F0 variation for phonogenres with a larger audience (F(2,102)=10.5; p<0.001); this is surprising, as we hypothesised that public speaking would entail greater speaker involvement. However, this acoustic parameter varies according to our predictions across the media feature (F(2,102)=12.06; p<0.001).

Figure 5: Relative F0 variation for 3 degrees of situational features of audience (left) and media (right)

4.4. Prominence in initial and final position

The study of initial and final positions of prominent syllables results in differentiating phonogenres based on their situational features.

4.4.1. Situational features

The percentage of prominent final syllables is decreasing as the phonogenre is getting more interactive (F(2,102)=8.88; p<0.001). This can be explained by a high score of hesitation in NARR and vowel lengthening, typical for sport commentaries SPOR (Figure 6, left).

The percentage of prominent initial syllables is getting higher if a phonogenre falls is media, where it is important to clearly distinguish discourse segments (Fig.6, right). The initial prominent syllables of AP shows similar results (F(2,102)=5.88; p<0.001).

Figure 6: Percentage of prominent final syllables for interactivity (left) and percentage of prominent initial syllables for media (right) for each of the 3 degrees

The relative length of initial and final syllables of the AP varies in a significant manner across the preparation dimension (initial syllables F(2,102)=5.42 p<0.001; final F(2,102)=10.65 p<0.001). The variation is inverted: initial syllables of AP tend to be shorter in prepared discourse than in non-prepared, but final syllables become longer (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Relative length of initial (left) and final (right) syllables of the AP for preparation

The physical presence of audience implies lower percentage of initial prominent syllables per AP. This is the case for parliamentary speeches where one member of the house is talking directly to the government minister [PARL]; for university lectures, where teacher addresses the students [DIDA-lec], or sermons where the priest is addressing the faithful [RELG-TV] (F(2,102)=12.8; p<0.001).

Figure 8: Percentage of initial prominent syllables per AP for audience for each of the 3 degrees

4.4.2. Sub-genres

Sub-genres level distribution of initial prominences (Fig. 9) partly reflects the values of situational features. Sub-genres in which an audience is present show the lowest level (PARL; DIDA-lec, RELG-TV, SPOR), whereas media ones (DIDA-rad, DIDA-TV, WFOR) show the highest level. RELG-int behaves like a media style, although it was graded as an intermediate style across the media dimension. Despite RPRW being a prototypical case of broadcast media style, it shows a low level of initial prominence. In fact, RPRW shows a high rate of prominent initial syllables of words, not of AP, which reflects the stylistic choice of marking initial syllables.
4.5. Principal Component Analysis

Since no unique prosodic/acoustic parameter is sufficient to clearly distinguish speaking styles, we explored a global statistical approach which finds the optimal linear combination of all parameters. A Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was thus performed, to model phonogenres and situational features with the parameters, knowing that some of them are highly correlated. The first two principal components (PC) explain only 43% of the variance, while the first 8 explain 78.2%. A discriminating analysis with 8 PCs over 9 phonogenres showed that 93.3% of recordings were identified as belonging to the correct genre. Table 3 shows the percentage of correct classification decisions, over genre, sub-genre and the 4 situational features.

Table 3. Percentage of correct classification with 8 principal components for Genre and Sub-Genre distinction as well the 4 situational features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre</td>
<td>93.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Genre</td>
<td>90.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>90.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>84.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td>92.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactivity</td>
<td>92.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10 shows the distribution of the 105 speech recordings along the first two PCs. The first PC appears to be highly correlated with the articulation ratio, as the WFOR genre is clearly opposed to the genres WISH and RELG. The bottom of the figure shows the confidence ellipses for the ‘media’ situational feature according to the first 2 PCs with a clear distinction between semi-media (1) and media (2) condition, while the non-media (0) condition is over the first two conditions.

5. Conclusion

Our study led to two concrete outcomes: (a) a detailed methodology for future studies in phonostylistics and sociophonetics, which is primarily based on automated tools and the study of prosody (an extension to other levels, e.g. the lexical level, is envisaged); and (b) a spoken corpus of high scientific value, due to its thorough multi-level annotation.

The results show that, while no single prosodic measure is sufficient to separate and classify speaking styles, a linear combination of several measures leads to a robust clustering of samples belonging to different genres. We next will explore feature selection techniques to determine which set of prosodic measures is the most relevant (instead of a PCA analysis that produces a global, but opaque, combination of measures).

The study has also shown that following an iterative, adaptive procedure is necessary: while the initial, top-down approach was to select samples in order to create a balanced corpus (based on a predefined array of situational features), subsequent data analysis led to the observation that samples within a given genre could and should be further classified in sub-genres. Therefore, the interplay of prosodic measures and situational features gave rise to an a posteriori subdivision of genres (bottom-up approach) in order to ensure compact definitions and to reduce the excessive heterogeneity of some speaking situations. Results show (Fig. 1, 2, 3) that sub-genre groupings transcend genre differences (e.g. PARL-A and DIDA-rad, in Fig. 2), and that some of them are related to common, controlled situational features (cf. Fig. 9, DIDA-lec: non-media, public audience). They also present evidence for groupings due to unpredicted, or hidden, situational features, like “external time pressure” (cf. Fig. 1 PARL, WFOR, RPRW), “speech sequence duration”, or “solemnity / ritual conventions” (RELG and WISH), that belong to the prototypical image of speaking style. The differences observed between questions and answers within the PARL genre suggest a situational feature [+ interactivity] at the sub-genre level. They reveal a prosodic reflection of a discursive (not situational) feature, namely the presence of other listeners that react to the exchange even though they do not participate in it directly. The results also indicate that several different speakers per genre must be included in the corpus for the genre-specific features to rise above individual variation.

Although some annotation steps remain manual, most of our methodology is automatic. This framework was built in a very generic way: we plan to provide additional prosodic measures and test corpora in other languages. Such research enables both verification of linguistic hypotheses and automatic genre identification. Finally, we should mention that the C-PhonoGenre corpus will be made available to the community for any other research purposes.
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